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Grand Skylight Hotel Beijing  

 

 

Hotel Information 

Grand Skylight Hotel Beijing is located in the Asian Olympic business district, 

which is the closest boutique business hotel to the "Bird's Nest". Guest can walk 

to the 2008 Olympic Park within minutes, we are adjacent to the Beijing 

International Convention Center and the China National Convention Center, 

surrounded by business, shopping, dining and entertainment facilities. The 

hotel transportation is also very convenient, only 25 minutes by car from the 

Capital International Airport. 

Among its 326 comfortable and cozy guestrooms, the Olympics View Rooms 

and Olympics View Suits offer the best position for viewing the "Bird's Nest" 

and Olympic Park. Cafe Elysee, which is on the first floor, TAI-CHI Chinese 
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Restaurant on the second floor and the 688 ㎡  multifunctional pillar-less 

Yunhai Hall are the best places for you to hold big conferences, cocktail parties 

and wedding banquets. 

Hotel address 

No.18 Beichen East Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing China 

Official website link  

Website:www.grandskylight.com    

Booking number 

010-84971188 

Hotel service content 

325 comfortable and spacious guestrooms and olympicstes are equipped with 

various advanced facilities such as in-room safe box, broadband internet access, 

satellite TV and VODsystem. 
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Superior King Bed Room - Room Rate CNY 800 

Overing an area of 26 square meters, each suite has a separate sitting room, as 

well as superior room equipment. Offering Services: Laundry, shoe-polishing, 

safe, morning calls, international direct dialing (IDD), direct distance dialing 

(DDD), extra beds, lending, video on demand (VOD) and free Internet access. 

 

Superior Twin Bed Room - Room Rate CNY 800 

Overing an area of 26 square meters, each suite has a separate sitting room, as 

well as superior room equipment. Offering Services: Laundry, shoe-polishing, 

safe, morning calls, international direct dialing (IDD), direct distance dialing 

(DDD), extra beds, lending, video on demand (VOD) and free Internet access. 
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Business Suite - Room Rate CNY 1050 

Covering an area of 56 square meters, each suite has a separate sitting room, as 

well as superior room equipment, which let guests have a close feeling of the 

“Bird’s Nest” and Olympic Green. Offering Services: Laundry, shoe-polishing, 

safe, morning calls, international direct dialing (IDD), direct distance dialing 

(DDD), extra beds, lending, video on demand (VOD) and free Internet . 
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MEETING & BANQU 

Facilities: projector system and Wi-Fi. 

Covering an area of 46 square meters,Seating Capacity:Board: 20.Pax 

 

 

Yunhai Ballroom 

Facilities: 

Automatic projector lift system, 52-inch LCD TV and Wi-Fi,,cloak room and 

landscape-viewing hall. 

Seating Capacity:Classroom: 350; Theater: 500; Table Round: 360. 

A Hall:Classroom: 150; Theater: 200; Table Round: 180; Hollow Square: 60; 

IUI-shape: 80. 
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 Health Club 

Located on the 3rd floor of the hotel, it offers a full range of sports equipment 

including treadmills, Yoga and spinning. 

 

TAI-CHI CHINESE RESTAURANT  

TAI-CHI Chinese Restaurant is a high-end Cantonese restaurant. With elegant, 

luxury and chic decoration, the restaurant has 14 VIP rooms and a stylish main 

hall. The restaurant offers not only Cantonese dishes, nourishing soups, but 

also food from other parts of China, which is a best place for you to invite 

friends.Located on the second floor of the hotel, TAI-CHI Chinese Restaurant 

can host 350 clients. With quality and considerate service, the restaurant can 

host all kinds of grand wedding and business banquets at its main hall, which 

can serve 200 guests. All the 14 luxury VIP rooms are attached with restrooms 
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and relaxing area, which is the best place for you to invite business partners. 

The restaurant’s high-end and elegant facilities and detailed and warm service 

make guests feel at home. 

 

 TAI-CHI CHINESE RESTAURANT-VIP  

Located on the second floor of the hotel is TAI-CHI Chinese Restaurant , 

maximum can host 40 clients. With quality and considerate service,  

the restaurant can host all kinds of grand wedding and business banquets at its 

main hall, which can serve 200 guests. All the 17 luxury VIP rooms are attached 

with restrooms and relaxing area, which is the best place for you to invite 

business partners. The restaurant’s high-end and elegant facilities and detailed 

and warm service make guests feel at home. 
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Elysee Western Restaurant  

The restaurant mainly serves European food and various buffets. The business 

area is 696.7 square meters, can hold western-style outdoor wedding at about 

60 ~ 80 person. 

Surrounding 

 

 

Beijing's Bird's Nest 
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The Water Cube 

 

 

Location 

 

 

 


